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Discovery of quarks
(1968, ep@MIT-SLAC experiment)

«In e-p ® e-p scattering the nature of the interaction of the virtual 
photon with the proton depends strongly on wavelength

s At very low electron energies                  :
the scattering is equivalent to that from a 
“point-like” spin-less object 

s At low electron energies                  :
the scattering is equivalent to that from a 
extended charged object 

s At high electron energies                  :
the wavelength is sufficiently short to  
resolve sub-structure. Scattering from
constituent quarks 

s At very high electron energies                  :
the proton appears to be a sea of
quarks and gluons.
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Why study this for another 50 years?
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DIS is alive!
381 registrations for DIS2022
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around the corner:
a unique ep & eA scattering facility



Electron-Ion Collider (EIC)
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World’s 1st polarized e-p/light-ion & 1st eA collider
User Group >1000 members: http://eicug.org

BNL (US)
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such as an intact nucleon combined with a final state photon or vector meson, that 
occur in only a small fraction of all reactions. Parton imaging also requires an ac-
curate determination of not only total interaction rates, but of the dependence of 
these rates on the deflection angles of all scattered particles, for which large lumi-
nosity is also needed. Figure 2.4 indicates both the instantaneous luminosity as well 
as the annual integrated luminosity (for running time of 107 seconds per year, a 30 
percent duty factor) that can be achieved. It is the latter that ultimately controls the 
experimental uncertainty. Figure 2.5 shows the accuracy of the transverse gluon 
profiles that can be obtained from J/ψ production using an integrated luminosity of 
10 fb–1. Note the precision that can be achieved at large transverse radii bT, which is 
important for understanding the way in which confinement of quarks and gluons 
is reflected in the transverse spatial profile of parton distributions. 

FIGURE 2.4 The energy-luminosity landscape that encapsulates the physics program of an EIC. 
The horizontal axis shows the center-of-mass energy of the collider when operated in electron-
proton mode. The two vertical axes show the instantaneous and annual integrated (electron-nucleon) 
 luminosity; the latter is in units of inverse femtobarns and assumes a running time of 107 seconds 
per year. SOURCE: Presentation of EIC Science by A. Deshpande on behalf of the EIC Users Group.
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towards higher energies
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From HERA onwards to high-energy proton beams
measurements of proton Parton Distribution Functions are vital to improve the precision

Front. Phys. 10 (2022) 886473
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From HERA onwards to high-energy proton beams
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LHeC (up to 60 GeV e-)
Ecms = 0.2 – 1.3 TeV, (Q2,x) range far beyond HERA
run with the HL-LHC (≳ Run5)

up to 10x improvements of 
PDF/as syst. uncertainties in 
Higgs production cross 
sections at HL-LHC

J.Phys.G 48 (2021) 11, 110501
updated CDR LHeC
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precision
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non-linear
QCD

high x
higher energies
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Empowering the (HL-)LHC programme with the LHeC
measurements of proton Parton Distribution Functions are vital to improve the precision
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LHeC (up to 60 GeV e-)
Ecms = 0.2 – 1.3 TeV, (Q2,x) range far beyond HERA
run with the HL-LHC (≳ Run5)

J.Phys.G 48 (2021) 11, 110501
updated CDR LHeC

BSM
Higgs
top
EW

precision
QCD

non-linear
QCD

high xlow x higher energies

These DIS results will empower the research of the 

ATLAS and CMS collaborations

Empowering the (HL-)LHC programme with the LHeC
measurements of proton Parton Distribution Functions are vital to improve the precision



Empowering the Higgs programme of FCC-hh with FCC-eh
measurements of proton Parton Distribution Functions are vital to improve the precision

pp @ 100 TeV

~5-7% uncertainty 
on the s(W,Z,H)

Electro-Weak region

Kinematic range Parton Distribution Functions
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higher energies

low x

high x

J.Phys.G 48 (2021) 11, 110501



pp @ 100 TeV

~5-7% uncertainty 
on the s(W,Z,H)

~1% uncertainty 
on the s(W,Z,H)

Electro-Weak region

Kinematic range Parton Distribution Functions
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higher energies

low x

high x

J.Phys.G 48 (2021) 11, 110501

Empowering the Higgs programme of FCC-hh with FCC-eh
measurements of proton Parton Distribution Functions are vital to improve the precision
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on the s(W,Z,H)
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higher energies

low x

high x

J.Phys.G 48 (2021) 11, 110501

FCC-eh essential to unlock FCC-hh science potential

Empowering the Higgs programme of FCC-hh with FCC-eh
measurements of proton Parton Distribution Functions are vital to improve the precision
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accelerator technology challenge
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High-intensity electron beam
requires high luminosity electron-proton collisions via a high-current high-energy beam

beam current × beam energy  =  beam power
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where do we use power
where do we lose power
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particle 
production

beam 
preparation

beam 
acceleration

experiment beam
dump

Basic structures of a particle accelerator
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particle 
production

beam 
preparation

beam 
acceleration

experiment beam
dump

Basic structures of a particle accelerator

most of the power consumption
provide power from the power-grid to the beam

(for lepton accelerators)
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From Grid to Beam

RF power generation

cryogenics

GRID
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From Grid to Beam

RF power generation
efficiency ~30-60%

cryogenics

GRID

dissipated heat
∼ 1/Q0 performance

∼ (300K – T) / T

RF power demand
by detuned cavities

∼ Dw2

some power loss from Grid to Beam
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efficiency ~30-60%

dissipated heat
∼ 1/Q0 

cryogenics

operate cavities at higher T    &   improve Q0 of cavities 
e.g. Nb3Sn from 2K to 4.4K è 3x less cooling power needed

improve amplifier efficiency 
e.g. solid state amplifiers for oscillating power demands

recover the energy 
from the beam

e.g. ERL reaching 
100% recovery

performance
∼ (300K – T) / T

RF power generation

From Grid to Beam

GRID RF power demand
by detuned cavities

∼ Dw2

dealing with microphonics
e.g. Fast Reactive Tuners

beam power 
most of the 
beam power 
dumped or 

radiated away



improve amplifier efficiency 
e.g. solid state amplifiers for oscillating power demands
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efficiency ~30-60%

dissipated heat
∼ 1/Q0 

cryogenics

operate cavities at higher T    &   improve Q0 of cavities 
e.g. Nb3Sn from 2K to 4.4K è 3x less cooling power needed

performance
∼ (300K – T) / T

RF power generation

From Grid to Beam

GRID
recover the energy 

from the beam
e.g. ERL reaching 

100% recovery

beam power 
dumped 

or 
radiated

Accelerating particles will always require a large amount 

of energy, hence an optimal use of this energy is an 

unavoidable challenge for particle physics

R&D for Sustainable Accelerating Systems

less energy, less cooling, less power loss, recover beam power
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focus on the Energy Recovery part
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The principle of Energy Recovery
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The principle of Energy Recovery
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experiment 100%
particles

ACCELERATE
energy in cavities is given 
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DECELERATE
energy of particle beam 

goes back to cavities

ACCELERATOR CAVITIES

multiple turns towards higher energies

Technology is proven in 
operational facilities 
with lower energies 

and lower beam power

other beam for collisions

energy recovered to accelerate   
the next particle beam①

beam dump     
at low energy②

beam brightness is 
maintained from

the injector

③

phase-shift
180o
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experiment

ACCELERATOR CAVITIESINJECTORSOURCE DUMP

HIGH-POWER SRF TECHNOLOGY
towards 4.4K operation

HIGH-CURRENT 
ELECTRON SOURCES

for higher intensities

BEAM DIAGNOSTICS & INSTRUMENTATION
for high-power beams at different energies & currents

HIGHER-ORDER MODE DAMPING
heat load extraction from cavities

Identified the key aspects for an Energy Recovery accelerator
towards high-energy & high-intensity beams to be used at particle colliders
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Translated into the main R&D objectives for Energy Recovery
geared towards high-energy and high-intensity accelerators incl. synergies with industry

ACCELERATOR CAVITIES

HIGH-CURRENT e- SOURCES
• develop photocathode materials with 

high quantum efficiency
• design of electron gun with high 

cathode field & high vacuum

INJECTORSOURCE DUMP

HIGH-POWER SRF TECHNOLOGY
• SRF system design for very high beam currents
• develop & test Fast Reactive Tuners (FRT)
• deploy in beam-test facilities
• towards 4.4K operation reduces the capital 

investment for the cooling plant (*)
• coating SC compound materials on substrates (*)

HIGHER-ORDER MODE DAMPING
• understand HOM powers for cryomodules
• design of HOM (on-cell) couplers
• modelling of high-frequency wakefield

(*) part of the RF R&D program

SIMULATION & 
EDUCATION

beam dynamics studies 
to mitigate coherent 
synchrotron radiation, 
wake fields, beam 
breakup, …

most R&D objectives part 
of the bERLinPro and 

PERLE programs 

BEAM DIAGNOSTICS & INSTRUMENTATION
• develop & test beam profile wire-scanners with a 

high dynamic range (power, emittance, energy)
• develop & test optical systems for beam imaging
• develop & test beam position monitoring systems 

incl. a multi-turn beam arrival monitor system
• very good beam loss and beam halo monitoring
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Energy Recovery – 50 years of innovation
from previous to current and future facilities as stepping stones for R&D

previous &
current

would be the required external power 
supply without Energy Recovery

Power = Energy x Current

ERL-based HEP colliders
Energy Recovery

great achievements on all aspects 
and large research infrastructures 
based on Energy Recovery systems 

have been operated successfully
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Energy Recovery – 50 years of innovation
from previous to current and future facilities as stepping stones for R&D

previous &
current

bERLinPro & PERLE
essential accelerator R&D labs with 
ambitions overlapping with those of 

the particle physics community

towards high energy & high power

would be the required external power 
supply without Energy Recovery

Power = Energy x Current
planned

ERL-based HEP colliders
Energy Recovery

great achievements on all aspects 
and large research infrastructures 
based on Energy Recovery systems 

have been operated successfully

The Development of Energy-Recovery Linacs
arXiv:2207.02095, 237 pages, 5 July 2022

https://inspirehep.net/literature/2106268
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Energy Recovery – 50 years of innovation
from previous to current and future facilities as stepping stones for R&D

previous &
current

would be the required external power 
supply without Energy Recovery

Power = Energy x Current
planned

ERL-based HEP colliders
Energy Recovery

great achievements on all aspects 
and large research infrastructures 
based on Energy Recovery systems 

have been operated successfully

The Development of Energy-Recovery Linacs
arXiv:2207.02095, 237 pages, 5 July 2022

scaling

technology

bERLinPro & PERLE
essential accelerator R&D labs with 
ambitions overlapping with those of 

the particle physics community

towards high energy & high power

2020’ies

2040’ies

https://inspirehep.net/literature/2106268


Upcoming facilities for Energy Recovery R&D
complementary in addressing the R&D objectives for Energy Recovery

54

bERLinPro @ Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin
generic accelerator R&D with several aspects 
as stepping stones towards HEP applications

bERLinPro – Berlin Energy Recovery Linac Project
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Upcoming facilities for Energy Recovery R&D
complementary in addressing the R&D objectives for Energy Recovery

PERLE @ IJCLab
international collaboration bringing all 

aspects together to demonstrate readiness of 
Energy Recovery for HEP collider applications

Target Parameter Unit Value
Injection energy MeV 7
Electron beam energy MeV 500
Normalised Emittance 
γεx,y

mm 
mrad

6

Average beam current mA 20
Bunch charge pC 500
Bunch length mm 3
Bunch spacing ns 25
RF frequency MHz 801.58
Duty factor CW

first multi-turn ERL, based on SRF 
technology, designed to operate 
at 10MW power regime

PERLE – Powerful Energy Recovery Linac for Experiments

3-turn ERL
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The principle of Energy Recovery

>99.9999%
particles

experiment 100%
particles

ACCELERATE
energy in cavities is given 

to the particle beam

DECELERATE
energy of particle beam 

goes back to cavities

ACCELERATOR CAVITIES

multiple turns towards higher energies

Technology is proven in 
operational facilities 
with lower energies 

and lower beam power

other beam for collisions

energy recovered to accelerate   
the next particle beam①

beam dump     
at low energy②

beam brightness is 
maintained from

the injector

③

phase-shift
180o

With the planned R&D we should be able to 

demonstrate Energy Recovery for high-power beams 

and prepare the path to provide 

a 1 GW electron beam with 50 MW power
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Lower-energy scattering
MESA, COMPASS++/AMBER, 
NA61, …

2020-2030’ies

2030-2040’ies

> 2050

2020’ies

Driven by remarkable technology
energy recovery & RF structures
precision detectors
leverage on other colliders

With ERL from lower to higher energy scattering experiments
a global ep/eA/µA program bridging nuclear & particle physics for a profound understanding of the structure of matter 

electron beam 
from an ERL
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at high energies
electron-proton colliders provide 

a General-Purpose experiment 
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Collision energy above the threshold for EW/Higgs/Top
from mostly QCD-oriented physics to General-Purpose physics

Compared to the LHC, these are reasonably 
clean Higgs events with much less backgrounds

The real game change between 
HERA and LHC/FCC
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Lower-energy scattering
MESA, COMPASS++/AMBER, 
NA61, …

2020-2030’ies

2030-2040’ies

> 2050

2020’ies

Driven by unique science
nuclear structure

ElectroWeak & Higgs
new physics searches
theory & experiment

Driven by remarkable technology
energy recovery & RF structures
precision detectors
leverage on other colliders

With ERL from lower to higher energy scattering experiments
A global ep/eA/µA program bridging nuclear & particle physics for a profound understanding of the structure of matter 

electron beam 
from an ERL
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Some physics highlights of the LHeC (ep/eA@LHC)
on several fronts comparable improvements between LHC à HL-LHC as for HL-LHC à LHeC

The Large Hadron-Electron Collider at the HL-LHC, J. Phys. G 48 (2021) 110501, 364p (updated CDR)

Higgs physics

x3.5 better

x4

x2
x1.5

first
time

x2
1%

EW physics

o DmW down to 2 MeV (today at ~10 MeV)
o Dsin2qW

eff to 0.00015 (same as LEP)

Top quark physics

o |Vtb| precision better than 1% (today ~5%)
o top quark FCNC and g, W, Z couplings

Strong interaction physics

o as precision of 0.1%
o low-x: a new discovery frontier

DIS scattering cross sections

o PDFs extended in (Q2,x) by
orders of magnitude

improvement wrt LH-LHC
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DIS scattering cross sections

o PDFs extended in (Q2,x) by
orders of magnitude

improvement wrt LH-LHC

for EW/Higgs/top physics

improvement factor from 

LHC à HL-LHC similar to HL-LHC à LHeC
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Some physics highlights of the LHeC (ep/eA@LHC)
on several fronts comparable improvements between LHC à HL-LHC as for HL-LHC à LHeC

The Large Hadron-Electron Collider at the HL-LHC, J. Phys. G 48 (2021) 110501, 364p (updated CDR)

Higgs physics

x3.5 better

x4

x2
x1.5

first
time

x2
1%

EW physics

o DmW down to 2 MeV (today at ~10 MeV)
o Dsin2qW

eff to 0.00015 (same as LEP)

Top quark physics

o |Vtb| precision better than 1% (today ~5%)
o top quark FCNC and g, W, Z couplings

Strong interaction physics

o as precision of 0.1%
o low-x: a new discovery frontier

DIS scattering cross sections

o PDFs extended in (Q2,x) by
orders of magnitude

improvement wrt LH-LHC

for EW/Higgs/top physics

improvement factor from 

LHC à HL-LHC similar to HL-LHC à LHeC

A joint ep/pp interaction region with the same detector 

would correlate results and reach the ultimate precision

e.g. DmW ∼ 1 MeV might be within reach

Eur.Phys.J.C 82 (2022)
1, 40
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Some physics highlights of the LHeC (ep/eA@LHC)
on several fronts comparable improvements between LHC à HL-LHC as for HL-LHC à LHeC

The Large Hadron-Electron Collider at the HL-LHC, J. Phys. G 48 (2021) 110501, 364p (updated CDR)

Higgs physics

x3.5 better

x4

x2
x1.5

first
time

x2
1%

EW physics

o DmW down to 2 MeV (today at ~10 MeV)
o Dsin2qW

eff to 0.00015 (same as LEP)

Top quark physics

o |Vtb| precision better than 1% (today ~5%)
o top quark FCNC and g, W, Z couplings

Strong interaction physics

o as precision of 0.1%
o low-x: a new discovery frontier

DIS scattering cross sections

o PDFs extended in (Q2,x) by
orders of magnitude

improvement wrt LH-LHC

In addition, unique potential with LHeC 

to search for new physics phenomena

e.g. what if features appear in 

the interactions between leptons and quarks
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complementarity among colliders
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Higgs coupling strength modifier parameters ki – assuming no BSM particles in Higgs boson decay
(expected relative precision)

[J. de Blas et al., JHEP 01 (2020) 139]

ALL COMBINED

only FCC-ee@240GeV only FCC-hh

Empowering the Higgs sector quest with FCC-ee/eh/hh
Essentially all problems of the Standard Model are related to the Higgs sector.
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Essentially all problems of the Standard Model are related to the Higgs sector.
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ALL COMBINED

only FCC-ee@240GeV only FCC-hh

adding 365 GeV runs adding FCC-eh

Higgs coupling strength modifier parameters ki – assuming no BSM particles in Higgs boson decay
(expected relative precision)

Empowering the Higgs sector quest with FCC-ee/eh/hh
Essentially all problems of the Standard Model are related to the Higgs sector.

example

complementarity between 

ee/eh/hh colliders for Higgs physics
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Future flagship at the energy & precision frontier

LHC

NbTi
8T

HL-LHC@CERN

Nb3Sn
few 11T magnets

10y @ 14 TeV (3-4ab-1)

25y @ hh 100 TeV (30ab-1)
@ eh 3.5 TeV (2ab-1)

FCC-eh/hh@CERN [3.5/100 TeV]

Nb3Sn
16T magnets

FCC-ee

4y @ MZ (150ab-1)
1-2y @ 2xMW (10ab-1)
3y @ 240 GeV (5ab-1)
5y @ 2xmt (1.5ab-1)

Current flagship (27km)
impressive programme up to 2040

Future Circular Collider (FCC)
big sister future ambition (100km), beyond 2040
attractive combination of precision & energy frontier

by around 2026, verify if it is feasible to plan for success 
(techn. & adm. & financially & global governance) 

num
bers assum

e 2 IPs for 
each collider (only one for FCC-eh)

Higgs Factory

EW/Top Factory

ep-option with HL-LHC: LHeC
10y @ 1.2 TeV (1ab-1)

updated CDR 2007.14491
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LHeC/FCC-eh/PERLE workshop in Paris (26-28 Oct 2022)
https://indico.ijclab.in2p3.fr/event/8623/timetable/#20221026.detailed

Updated CDR of the LHeC
J.Phys.G 48 (2021) 11, 110501

ERL developments
https://inspirehep.net/literature/2106268

(accepted for publication in JINST) 

71717171717171

https://indico.ijclab.in2p3.fr/event/8623/timetable/
https://inspirehep.net/literature/2106268
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o The high-energy electron-hadron programme at the LHC and FCC are trully 
general-purpose experiments reaching beyond current knowledge in QCD, 
Higgs, EW and top quark physics

o At the same time, these programmes empower the current research in ATLAS 
and CMS, and are vital to unlock the full physics potential of a very-high-energy 
hadron collider

o And surely, when we look deeper into the proton we significantly move the 
low-x frontier and in this terra incognita we do not know what to discover

o The engine of our curiosity-driven exploration is society’s appreciation for the 
portfolio of technological innovations and knowledge transfer that we continue 
to realize… Energy Recovery systems deliver on this technology front

72727272727272

Electron-proton collisions at the core of particle physics
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Thank you for your attention!
Jorgen.DHondt@vub.be

Electron-proton collisions at the core of particle physics
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Additional slides


